A critical requirement for tokamak fusion reactors is the control of the divertor heat load, both the time-averaged value and the impulsive fluxes that accompany edge-localized modes. We propose driving toroidally varying currents through the scrape-off layer (SOL) plasma both to broaden the SOL by inducing radial convection and to control the edge pressure gradient by inducing resonant magnetic perturbations. The generation of additional convective transport via steady-state convective cells or increased turbulence drive requires that the electric potential perturbations exceed a threshold in amplitude that depends on wavelength. The generation of a coherent magnetic perturbation is optimized by choosing the appropriate width and phasing of the biasing region at the target plate in order to optimize the profile of the SOL current. Longer wavelength modes produce a larger effect because they are not sheared as strongly by the magnetic X-point. Generation of the necessary currents is challenging due to the possibly substantial power requirements and the possible need for internal insulators. We analyze passive current-drive mechanisms that rely on puffing and pumping of neutral gas in a toroidally asymmetric fashion using the UEDGE code to model the ITER divertor.
I. INTRODUCTION
A critical requirement for high-performance tokamak reactors is the control of the divertor heat load, both the time-averaged flux and the impulsive bursts that accompany edge plasma instabilities. The prediction for ITER is that potentially damaging heat fluxes will be impulsively delivered to divertor target plates and bounding wall components by edge-localized modes (ELMs) under high-confinement (H-mode) operation. For next-step devices, even the steady-state fluxes can become unacceptably large in ELM-quiescent plasmas. We propose driving toroidally non-axisymmetric current through the scrape-off layer (SOL) plasma both (i) to broaden the SOL and reduce the SOL pressure gradient by driving radial convection in the divertor [1, 2] , and (ii) to affect the ELM stability threshold by driving a resonant magnetic perturbation (RMP) field of sufficient amplitude to control the pedestal pressure gradient [3] [4] [5] . This technique can potentially achieve both goals in a synergistic fashion because the asymmetric electrostatic potentials needed to generate convection also drive an asymmetric SOL current parallel to the magnetic field. This current, in turn, generates a magnetic perturbation field that is highly resonant with the pitch of field lines near the separatrix. The contours of the phase of the current profile that can be generated by alternatively biasing six segments of the target plate to produce a toroidal mode number n = 3 perturbation is shown in Fig. 1 . In principle, the current can be driven using reactor-relevant * joseph5@llnl.gov methods rather than through direct electrical biasing of mutually insulated target plates.
There has been experimental confirmation that each technique can be independently successful when using biasable electrodes to generate the potential and external coils to generate the RMP field. Steady-state convection generated by ICRF antennas was shown to introduce both enhanced convection and diffusion in Ref. [6] . Convection generated by direct biasing was shown to significantly spread the SOL plasma on MAST [7] where this technique was shown to reduce the peak heat flux at the target plate. For NSTX, electrodes at the midplane were shown to locally move the SOL plasma in the radial direction [8] , thereby controlling plasma density and temperature in the vicinity of the probe. Two pairs of electrodes were recently installed within the NSTX divertor and preliminary results have shown a deflection of plasma filaments near the target plate on the order of the width of the electrodes [9] . RMPs generated by external coils have been demonstrated to produce sufficient transport to reduce the edge pressure gradient below the peeling-ballooning MHD stability threshold on DIII-D if the amplitude of the resonant k ∝ m − qn = 0 spectral Fourier harmonic exceeds a threshold of order δB m=qn /B ≥ 10 −4 [10, 11] where m is the poloidal mode number, n is the toroidal mode number and q is the safety factor. External coils have also been used to destabilize ELMs or induce small ELM regimes on other devices at similar thresholds [12, 13] ; see reviews by [14, 15] . In fact, localized SOL currents have been measured during ELMs and have been suggested to act as a natural trigger for ELMs in Ref. [16] . SOL current measurements have also been correlated with other types of MHD activity on DIII-D in [17] and references therein.
In a fusion reactor, the needed hardware is subjected to high temperatures and large forces and is severely complicated by engineering constraints in a high field and high neutron-flux environment. In many active schemes, generation of the necessary potentials is still challenging due to the possibly substantial power requirements and the possible need for internal insulators. A number of reactor-relevant passive current-drive techniques were identified in Ref. [1] that have significant advantages when compared to the use of external coils or electrodes including: varying the angle of the target plates with respect to the magnetic field, varying the conductivity or secondary electron emission coefficient of the plate material, and differential pumping or injection of neutral and/or impurity gas. In a region where the neutral meanfree path is small compared to the width of the dense plasma region across the target, injecting gas through small channels or narrow slots near the target plate can generate a localized source. Neutral fueling and enhanced radiation at one of the target plates will locally reduce both the electron temperature and the floating potential.
The thermal asymmetry drives a difference between the sheath potential and the floating potential and drives a parallel current between the end plates. This technique was successful at driving 20-40% of the ion saturation current in a flux-tube model of the SOL [18] using the UEDGE code [19] . The electron temperature at the target plate is predicted to be most sensitive when the divertor plasma is at the border between attachment and detachment or close to the transition to a highly radiative state [20] . Thus, the bias potential ±V shown in Fig. 1 can be generated passively by altering the thermo-electric potential along a field line. The goal of the non-axisymmetric divertor designs described here is to generate target plate plasma conditions that are more desirable from the point of view of both heat flux deposition and impurity production. Methods such as localized gas injection or impurity radiation would actually cool the plasma. Methods that increase the electron temperature appreciably should not exceed design tolerances and may only be acceptable in the outer scrape-off layer where heat flux handling is not as restrictive. In fact, it may also be desirable to drive perturbations in the outer SOL region in order to reduce the action of magnetic shear.
Section II analyzes the optimization of the perturbation fields for various control strategies. First, Sec. II A describes the naturally field-aligned spatial structure of the perturbation fields. Next, the requirements for the generation of additional steady-state (Sec. II B) and turbulent (Sec. II C) convective transport are derived. Then, optimization of the magnetic perturbation fields is described (Sec. II D) and the scaling of SOL current drive with upstream parameters is predicted using the analytic two-point SOL model (Sec. II E). Section III analyzes reactor-relevant current drive techniques. First, the thermo-electric potential is defined (III A) and then, the technique of using neutral pumping and/or injection to control the local thermo-electric potential, is described FIG. 1. When the target plate is biased with 6 segments of alternating polarity ±V , the phase contours (red-blue) of the the parallel current density closely follow the magnetic field lines. The bias potential can also be generated through reactor-relevant methods, such as the thermo-electric potentials generated through non-axisymmetric variations of Te.
(Sec. III B). Finally, the impact of asymmetries on current drive is assessed for a 2D numerical model of the ITER divertor using the UEDGE code in Sec. III C. The final section concludes with a summary of results.
II. SPATIAL OPTIMIZATION OF SOL PERTURBATIONS
A. Non-axisymmetric spatial structure
The perturbation fields can be driven through the SOL itself, as close as to the edge as possible, because potential differences as large as the electron temperature T e and parallel currents as large as the parallel ion saturation current J sat = en e c s can be driven if the sheath potential differs from the floating potential by O(T e /e) where e is the electron charge, n e is the electron density, and c s = (T e + T i )/m i is the sound speed for ion mass m i and temperature T i . If the sheath potential varies toroidally, both non-axisymmetric convection and nonaxisymmetric SOL current will be generated.
The perturbed current must be strongly aligned with the magnetic field lines because the effective cross-field conductivity is small compared to the parallel conductivity [2, 21] . The perpendicular currents are smaller by O(k ⊥ ρ s ) ∼ O(ν/ω ci ) with characteristic perpendicular wavenumber k ⊥ , characteristic frequency ν, ion sound gyroradius ρ s = c s /ω ci and ion gyrofrequency ω ci = ZeB/m i with mass m i , charge state Z, and electron charge e. This implies that, as a first approximation, the parallel wavenumber for variation of the perturbation is negligible k ∼ 0. Estimates for the length scale variation are given in [2, 22] . In terms of magnetic flux coordinates {ψ, θ, ζ}, the parallel current must be a function of the poloidal magnetic flux ψ and the field line label ζ 0 = ζ − qθ, where ζ is the cylindrical toroidal angle, θ is the straight field line poloidal angle.
Near the X-point, the poloidal magnetic flux can be expanded as ψ = RB p xy where x and y are coordinates aligned with the branches of the separatrix, R is the major radius and RB p is the gradient of the poloidal magnetic flux at the X-point. The field line label can be expanded as ζ 0 = ζ − q * log (y/x) where q * = B t /RB p is the dimensionless parameter that measures the ratio of toroidal to poloidal field line motion and B t is the toroidal magnetic field. If the electric potential on the divertor target plate φ t (ψ, ζ) = φ t (ψ) cos(nζ) varies with toroidal mode number n, then it must vary as φ(ψ, ζ 0 ) = φ t (ψ) cos(nζ 0 ) in the plasma. Figure 2 shows a cross-section of the characteristic phase pattern near the X-point for two different scenarios. In Fig. 2a , there is a single bias polarity at the target plate that generates a single cell in the radial direction, while Fig.  2b , the target plate biasing scheme alternates polarity φ t (ψ) = cos (k x k y ψ/RB p ) and drives a series of convection cells. The figure also shows that the perpendicular wavelengths are both stretched k y ∝ exp (−ζ/q * ) and contracted k x ∝ exp (+ζ/q * ) by the action of magnetic shear near the X-point [24] . In order to define the wavenumber across flux surfaces, we define k r = (k x k y ) 1/2 , which is invariant along the field line, and
, which grows exponentially toward the X-point. In fact, this scaling does not increase indefinitely; along the midplane, the local shearing rate aq ∼ aB t B p /RB 2 p ∼ aB t /RB p becomes linear and is inversely proportional to flux expansion.
The development of fine scale structure above the Xpoint eventually causes cross-field conduction to become an equal player in current continuity near the separatrix and near the X-point. This causes a reflection of parallel current from this region due to kinetic or dissipative effects [21, 23] . Reference [5] estimated the radial width of the shadow region above the X-point where the perturbation cannot travel either due to the development of perpendicular scales below the ion-gyroradius or due to the decay caused by a combination of viscous and resistive dissipation.
B. Requirements for generation of additional steady-state convective transport
Enhanced convection in the divertor can help to mitigate the large steady-state heat fluxes that are naturally generated in a high power device by generating a largeamplitude steady-state convection pattern. The perturbation field must be sufficiently large in amplitude and sufficiently short in wavelength to induce convection cells as shown in Fig. 2b . The total potential Φ = Φ 0 + φ is a superposition of both the perturbation field φ and the equilibrium potential which is assumed here to satisfy Φ 0 (ψ) due to the small cross-field electrical conductivity. In the SOL above the target plate, Φ 0 is primarily de-
Structure of the non-axisymmetric parallel current and electrostatic potential in the X-point region generated by perturbations to the divertor plasma at a single toroidal location. On the target plate, the perturbation varies (a) in the toroidal direction only and (b) in both the radial and the toroidal directions.
termined by the floating potential φ f loat = ΛT e , where the sheath coefficient is Λ = log (V T e / √ 2πc s ) ∼ 2−4 and V T e = (T e /m e ) 1/2 is the electron thermal speed with electron mass m e . This implies that the background electric field E 0 = −∇Φ 0 gradient scale length r E = E 0 /E 0 is approximately equal to the electron temperature gradient scale length r T = T e /T e . In order to generate a convection cell, there must be an O-point (and an X-point) in the flow; i.e. an extremum in the total potential where E = −∇Φ = 0. Thus, the total gradient of the perturbed potential must be large enough to cancel the gradient in the background
For potential perturbations of order ΛT e , a radial wavelength that is 2π times the SOL T e decay length would be required.
Convection is optimized at wavelengths small enough to generate substantial vorticity, but large enough to entrain the coherent structures that comprise edge turbulence. If a convection cell is generated, then the maximum rotation frequency Ω E = k r 2 φ/B occurs at the center of the cell. If steady-state convection cells are generated in the SOL, transport will typically be dominated by the steady-state convection pattern rather than by anomalous diffusion due turbulence, here assumed to generate an effective diffusivity D. The relative importance can be measured by the ratio of the radial diffusion time τ D = 1/k r 2 D to the eddy turn-over time τ E = 1/Ω E . The dimensionless Péclet number is P = τ D /τ E = φ/BD, where D is the diffusion coefficient, and the P > 1 regime requires
where
, the large Péclet regime only requires eφ/T > 1/16. For P < 1, the effective diffusivity D eff is only enhanced quasilinearly, but for P > 1, the effective diffusivity is greatly enhanced [25] to
1/2 . The convection cells are also effective at spreading heat if the eddy turn-over time is shorter than the parallel transit time τ = L c /V T where L c is the connection length. In this case, the dimensionless number is τ /τ E = φρL c /k r 2 . Thermal convection will dominate thermal conduction if
Assuming φ ∼ ΛT /e, T ∼ 25 eV, Λ = 3, B = 2 T and L c = 10 m, this would require a wavelength λ < 95 cm for deuterium, and λ < 12 cm for electrons.
C. Requirements for generation of additional turbulent transport
Generating or suppressing a new instability can also be an effective way to control the divertor plasma. Convection can be greatly enhanced by inducing secondary instabilities that induce additional turbulent transport [1, 2] . If the SOL perturbation structure is confined to the divertor leg, e.g. due to magnetic shear near the X-point, then it is natural to compare to instabilities that are localized near the target plates. The fastest growing linear modes that have been identified near the target plate are the sheath modes (SH), which are are driven by the electron temperature gradient and destabilized by the presence of the highly conducting sheath at the end walls [21, 22, 26, 27] . The sheath boundary layer implies that the background equilibrium poloidal velocity V p ∼ Λρ s c s /r T near the target plate has the same scale variation as the electric field, and thus, the electron temperature: r V = V p /V p ∼ r E ∼ r T . For SH modes, the maximum growth occurs when
1/3 where ρ s = c s /ω ci , the mode is radially extended k r k p , and the growth rate is
c . Tilting the target plates with respect to the magnetic field will strongly affect the stability of this mode [21] in addition to generating a toroidal asymmetry that can drive steady-state convection [1] . This is important since target plates are typically designed to have a shallow angle of incidence with respect to field lines in order to limit the heat flux normally incident on the plate. For a high-power device, the angle defined by sin α =b ·n, wheren is the unit normal from the target, is often in the range |α| ∼ 1 − 5
• . The general linear SH dispersion relation was discussed in Refs. [21, 22] . The tilted sheath (TS) growth rate is γ T S = c s /(r T L c tan α) 1/2 , or has a real frequency of this order, if the tilt angle satisfies the criterion
Hence, changing the tilt angle of the target plate toroidally can change the turbulence intensity generated near the plate and, thus, generate non-axisymmetric plasma profiles due to non-axisymmetric anomalous transport. Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) modes are also destabilized by shear in the velocity, here assumed to be generated by the electric field perturbation φ, so that the perturbed poloidal velocity isṼ p = k r ρ s c s eφ/T e . Reference [28] explored the coupling between KH and SH modes in detail, but found that they do not couple well because the KH is a "surface wave" localized in the region of largest V p while the SH is a radially extended mode (since k r k p ) with maximum drive near a maximum in V p where V p = 0. The fastest growing KH mode has characteristic wavenumber of order k r ∼ V p /V p and growth rate γ KH V p /4. For the background field, the SH modes have a faster growth rate than the KH modes since γ KH /γ SH 1/4k p r T = (ΛL c ) 1/3 ρ s /4r
4/3 T
1.
The growth rate of the KH generated by the perturbation will be larger than that of the SH destablized by the background if the amplitude (k r r T ) 2 eφ/T becomes sufficiently large:
If KH growth is to exceed the background tilted plate growth rate (or frequency), then the perturbation must satisfy the requirement:
This is a stronger requirement than Eq. 5 when the plate tilt satisfies Eq. 4 and TS modes grow faster than SH.
D. Optimization for magnetic perturbations
The parallel SOL current produces a magnetic perturbation δB that is largest near the plasma edge. The resonant spectral component of δB can exceed the present experimental ELM control threshold if the efficiency of driving current from divertor to SOL is optimized by choosing the appropriate width and phasing of the biasing region at the target plate [3, 4] . The needed spectrum can be generated efficiently because the SOL current is as close to the plasma edge as possible and is primarily parallel to the equilibrium field, which produces a primarily perpendicular perturbation. This ensures that δB is almost entirely resonant with the pitch of the equilibrium field lines, i.e. the helicity matches the safety factor so that n/m = q where n is the toroidal mode number and m is the poloidal mode number. The perturbation amplitude can be estimated to be of the same order as the discontinuity in the tangential field across the current channel. If the total surface current density integrated across the width of the SOL is K = J dr, this yields the estimate δB = µ 0 K /2 and implies that, along the separatrix, the relative amplitude is proportional to the local flux expansion δB/B ∝ 1/RB p . This scaling arises because J ∝ B due to current continuity 0 = ∇ · J ∇ · (J B/B) =B · ∇(J /B), while the width of the current channel increases with flux expansion so that K ∝ B/RB p .
The amplitude of magnetic perturbations that are intended to reach the region above the X-point is largest at long toroidal and radial wavelengths. This ensures that the SOL current can travel past the X-point toward the midplane. Moreover, if the poloidal wavenumber k p is too short, as in Fig. 2b , the perturbation will only reach a distance of order k p across the separatrix. The optimal radial width for the current channel is the coherence width σ * = ψ sinh (ϕ * /πnq * ), measured in units of flux, which vanishes as the strike point is approached [3] . Here, ϕ * is the phasing of the perturbation and varies from π for a divertor with long legs to π/2 for a divertor with short legs. Even if the phase across the target is uniform radially, as in Fig. 2a , the current density near the separatrix develops finely layered oscillations in phase if the width of the current channel is greater than σ * . These oscillations reduce the net surface current in the SOL relative to that in the divertor leg. Estimates for the efficiency SOL of coherent current drive are given in Ref. [3] . For a wide current channel with a step-wise constant current density, the efficiency is only equal to the amount of current in a single coherent layer SOL ϕ * /πnq * . Techniques that optimize the amplitude of coherent SOL current drive must balance the ion saturation current profile at the target against efficient geometric coupling. In order to exceed the nominal threshold δB/B > 10 −4 , the product of the efficiency and surface current at the target plate must exceed
in engineering units.
E. Scaling of perturbation field with upstream SOL parameters
The scaling of the perturbation field δB ∝ K ∝ Γ t r Γ is determined by scalings for the divertor particle flux Γ t and particle decay length r Γ ≡ Γ t /Γ t with upstream SOL parameters. Scalings for attached and detached regimes are derived below assuming that r Γ is an independent parameter; Alternatively r Γ can be taken to represent the width of the biased region. Since the particle flux at the target increases more strongly with density than with temperature, the technique favors a cold and dense plasma at the target plates. However, the target plate density is limited by detachment and the upstream density is limited by the poorly understood "Greenwald limit" n u < I p /πa 2 × 10 26 m −3 , where I p is the plasma current and a is the minor radius [32] . The peak ion saturation current is typically driven just above the point of electron density detachment.
Here the "two-point" model of the SOL plasma, reviewed in Refs. [29, 30] with corrections for losses of momentum and power, is considered. The particle flux at the target is parameterized as Γ t = α t n t (T t /m i )
1/2
where α t = ((T e + T i )/T t ) 1/2 and the heat flux is parameterized as q t = γ t p t (T t /m i ) 1/2 where γ t ∼ 5 − 10 is the sheath power transmission factor. Conservation of momentum leads to the parameterization of target pressure p t as a fraction f mom of upstream pressure p u , via p t = p u f mom /2. Neutrals account for the momentum losses, while normalization to the factor of 1/2 accounts for the contribution of ram pressure due to sonic outflow at the target plate. Conservation of energy leads to the parameterization of the target heat flux q t as a function of the upstream parallel heat flux q u via q t = (1 − f rad )q u , where f rad is the fraction lost to radiation and charge exchange. An appreciable radiated fraction f rad occurs below temperatures of, e.g., 10 eV for deuterium. The upstream parallel heat flux q u q ⊥ L c /r q is estimated using the relation ∇ · q = 0, where q ⊥ = P sep /A sep , P sep is the power crossing into the SOL and A sep ∼ (2π)
2 Ra is the area of the separatrix with major radius R and minor radius a, and r q ≡ q u /q u is the width of the perpendicular heat flux across the separatrix.
Attached conditions are the simplest to model and are also of practical interest. For instance, it may be desirable to bias the region far from the strike point to mitigate the effect of magnetic shear, to maintain an axisymmetric strike point, or to test predicted scaling laws. Under attached conditions, the upstream temperature is roughly equal to the target temperature T t = T u , since there is little power radiated, and the density satisfies n t = n u f mom /2. The target plasma satisfies the nearly adiabatic relation n t T 3/2 t = m 1/2 i (1 − f rad )q u /γ t and the target particle flux scales as
Recent experimental work has shown that the power width r q scales ∝ 1/I p in the attached regime with little dependence on other parameters [31] . At the Greenwald limit, the scaling of surface current and perturbation field for attached conditions then becomes Γ t r Γ ∝ (P sep B/I p a 3 R) 1/3 , which increases with power and decreases with plasma current and size, if one assumes that r q ∝ r Γ . Under high-recycling conditions, the upstream temperature is set by thermal conduction, where the Braginskii thermal conductivity is κ = κ 0 T 5/2 . If the fraction of conducted to convected power is defined via f cond = q cond /q and
, while the target temperature is determined via (T t /m i ) 1/2 = q t /γ t p t . In this case, the particle flux Γ t = α t γ t p 2 t /m i q t scales as
At the Greenwald limit, this implies the scaling Γ t r Γ ∝ (BI p 13 r Γ 10 /P sep 3 a 25 ) 1/7 , which increases with plasma current and decreases with both size and heating power. Even the relatively pessimistic scaling r Γ ∝ 1/I p would still imply that Γ t r Γ ∝ I p 3/7 increases with plasma current.
The ion saturation current is actually maximized at temperatures just above the point of detachment of plasma particle and heat fluxes from the target plate [29, 30] . As discussed in Sec. III B, the target plate density can control the divertor temperature most effectively near the peak in electron density. Detachment has been modeled numerically in great detail, with qualitative success in reproducing experimental results [33, 34] . Extensive numerical modeling of ITER, e.g. Fig. 1 of Ref. [38] and references therein, describe the characteristic rollover of Γ t including a relatively accurate model of neutralplasma interactions. Note, however, that these references assumed C impurities, while, ITER is presently considering an all-W target plate design.
A simple model for detachment can be obtained by accounting for the sharp increase in momentum losses to neutrals, i.e., due to the sharp decrease in f mom (T ), at low temperatures. The 1D isothermal "Self-Ewald" model [30, 35] predicts that the particle density n t and flux Γ t actually peaks as a function of target temperature T t as shown in Fig. 3 . In the figure, the ionization rate is taken from Ref. [36] , the charge exchange rate σ cx v = 1.14 × 10 −14 T
1/3
eV m 2 /s is determined by an analytic fit to data in Ref. [37] . Elastic ion-neutral scattering would only generate small changes to the figure, and the electron-neutral scattering rate is ignorable due to m e /m i 1. The peak in Γ t occurs at T t 8.1 eV and the peak in n t occurs at T t 5.3 eV . Figure 7 of Ref. [30] compares 1D models that account for nonisothermal ions and generally predict that f mom > 0.6 at temperatures above 10 eV but drops to < 0.1 at 2 eV. For the Self-Ewald model, the particle flux peaks at a fixed target temperature T t and the peak particle flux scales as
At the Greenwald limit, the peak flux scales as Γ t r Γ ∝ B 2/5 I p r Γ /a 2 which increases with plasma current and field and decreases with size. The result is independent of heating power, which is fixed in this case to the value required to achieve detachment.
III. REACTOR-RELEVANT CURRENT DRIVE TECHNIQUES A. Definition of the thermo-electric potential
In steady-state, parallel electron momentum balance implies that ∇ Φ = (∇ p e )/en e + α∇ T e /e − η j
where α = 0.71 in a collisional hydrogenic plasma. In order to complete the electrical circuit, one must include the potential drop at the plasma-wall boundary. The sheath current-voltage relation is
where ∆φ = Φ plasma − Φ wall − φ f loat , J sat = enc s , and σ b =b ·n/|b ·n| wheren is the unit vector normal to the surface pointing from the wall into the plasma. The floating potential is φ f loat = ΛT e /e where Λ ∼ 2 − 4 is due to the capacitance of the sheath. Consider the parallel current density flowing in a thin flux-tube between two end-plates designated with subscripts 1 and 2, as shown in Fig. 4 . Assuming that the perpendicular conductivity is negligible, Kirchoff's law yields the relation J R total = V wall + ∆φ f loat − ∆φ plasma (13) where
[dp e /en e + αdT e /e] (16)
The thermo-electric potential can be defined as the plasma-generated terms on the RHS of Eq. 13
This definition implies that V thermo drives current in the same manner as biasing the wall since J R total = V wall + V thermo . If the electron pressure is constant between the two plates, the difference in electron temperatures generates the thermo-electric potential V thermo = (Λ − α)∆T e /e and drives electrons toward the hotter plate, resulting in current toward the colder plate.
B. Using neutral pumping/injection to passively generate a thermo-electric potential Enhanced pumping and/or enhanced neutral gas injection can effectively manipulate n e and, therefore, T e in an asymmetric fashion. This is because the density and temperature are related for specified fueling conditions. In principle, the minimum size of a perturbation in the perpendicular direction is of the order of the neutral mean-free path. In practice, the minimum size may be much larger due to neutral convection. Nonetheless, it is the long-wavelength n = 1 − 3 perturbations that are of interest for driving a coherent perturbation to the midplane. Due to the strong charge-exchange cross-section, the minimum size of the perturbation in the parallel direction is of the order of the ion mean-free path. Under attached conditions, where the temperature throughout the SOL is nearly constant T t T u , the asymmetry is not easy to manipulate because the divertor density is too low and the divertor temperature is too high for the power to be radiated asymmetrically along a flux-tube. The situation becomes more interesting when there is enough recycling at the targets to control the profile asymmetry as in Ref. [20] .
The particle density is determined by the boundary condition for total particle flux (ions+neutrals) escaping through the target plate
where n n is the neutral density, R i is the ion recycling coefficient, A n is the neutral albedo, and V T n is the neutral thermal speed. In order to estimate the relationship between n e and T e , the target flux can be parameterized as Γ wall /n i c s = δ, where δ ∼ 1 − 10% depends on the material composition of the target plates and the geometry of any neutral injection and pump locations, but varies relatively weakly with temperature. The material properties of the target plate tiles determine R i and can effectively control the asymmetry, as shown in the fluxtube model of Ref. [18] . However, under steady-state conditions, the walls should become fully saturated, so that R i ∼ 1 and it is only possible to manipulate the pumping and injection of neutrals through A n .
For each target plate, the relationship between density and temperature can be deduced from the two-point model discussed in Sec. II E. At fixed fluxes, a nearly adiabatic relation holds between density and temperature n t T 3/2 t ∼ const. At fixed pressure p u or density n u , the scaling n t T t = p u f mom /2 yields an inverse relationship in the region where f mom ∼ 1. The relationship between n t and T t is tightly coupled near the point of detachment. Near the peak in density shown in Fig. 3 , a small change in n t generates a large change in T t , but below the peak, T t is rather insensitive to n t (which also implies that n t depends rather strongly on T t ). Strong radiative losses also make the divertor temperatures on the two target plates tightly coupled within a flux-tube model [20] . The target plate plasma is most sensitive when the divertor is close to the transition to a highly radiative state or at the border between attachment and detachment. Near these bifurcation points, the plasma may be able to spontaneously transition to a naturally non-axisymmetric state.
C. 2D modeling of SOL current generated by divertor asymmetries in ITER
In this section, the generation of SOL current by an asymmetry in T e between the inner strike point (ISP) and outer strike point (OSP) is studied using a 2D numerical model of the ITER divertor. A full assessment of non-axisymmetric current drive techniques will require a 3D calculation. However, low toroidal mode numbers are most useful for driving a coherent perturbation above the X-point, which is assumed to be necessary for ELM control applications, and the 2D model quantifies the ability of passive techniques to alter the naturally generated axisymmetric poloidal asymmetry in T e . Here, the UEDGE code [19] Braginskii plasma with the addition of anomalous diffusion coefficients assumed to be generated by turbulence.
The simulation is based on the standard Q = 10 ITER scenario which has a toroidal field B t = 5.3 T at major radius R = 6.2 m and a plasma current I = 15 MA (see Ref. [38] ). The divertor region of the computational mesh (28 radial × 64 poloidal points) is shown in Fig.  5a . The power crossing the separatrix P sep = 100 MW results from assuming an input power of P in = 47.5 MW and a core power radiated fraction of 30% and is split equally between electron and ion channels. The D-T ion mixture is modeled as a single species with a mass of 2.5 amu. The electron density is fixed on the innermost flux surface at ψ = 0.95 (R sep − R = 6 cm on the outer midplane) with n e,core = 6 × 10 19 m −3 . The temperatures are assumed to be constant on this innermost surface, and achieve the values T e = 900 eV and T i = 860 eV for the reference case. The outer edge of the SOL is at ψ = 1.035 (R − R sep = 4 cm on the outer midplane). The transport model has a constant radial particle diffusivity D = 0.3 m 2 /s, perpendicular viscous diffusivity η = 1 m 3 /s, and radial thermal diffusivity χ = 1 m 2 /s. Neutral pumping and/or injection zones are defined on either side of the private flux region (shown in Fig. 5a ). For the reference case, both pumps have 2% efficiency, i.e. A n = 98%. In these simulations, C impurities are assumed to be present at a fixed fraction of 3%. This neglects the temperature-dependent changes in the physical and chemical sputtering rates. In addition, ITER is presently considering an all W-design, and this may have a large impact on the present results. Similar ITER plasmas have been modeled in Ref. [39] , where the impact of strong convective SOL transport on Be sputtering was assessed. Here, the effect of convective transport and impurity sputtering is neglected and the model for the electric potential neglects cross-field conductivity so that B · ∇(J /B) = 0, where the parallel current is set by parallel electron momentum balance.
The strong tilt angle of the ITER target plates forces neutrals to accumulate in the collisional private flux region (PFR). The high ion temperature and low neutral density (Fig. 5b) on the outer side of the plate increases the mean-free path to 5-10 cm, which makes it difficult to control the neutral density in this region. The poloidal asymmetry in T e drives a toroidally symmetric current from the hotter OSP to the colder ISP, I = 285 kA at the ISP, 5.42% of I sat . The current density J (red curves in Fig. 5cd ) actually has 2 peaks. This implies that a surface current K = 11 kA/m is driven by the thermoelectric potential φ thermo = −47.4 V (averaged over the J profile). This surface current can potentially produce δB ∼ 67 G or δB/B ∼ 8.7 × 10 −4 , which exceeds the nominal ELM-control threshold.
Modest biasing can drive K ∼ 15 kA/m at the target which would generate δB/B ∼ 2 × 10 −3 as shown in Fig. 5c . If the OSP plate is biased to +50 V, a parallel current of I = 742 kA is collected at the inner plate, 15.5% of I sat . In this case, the radiated power fraction drops to 32.4% and there is 7.7 MW of Ohmic heating, of which 2.3 MW must be supplied by the biasing system. If the ISP target plate is biased to +50 V, I = −149 kA of current is driven toward the OSP, 4.2% of I sat , which represents an equal change in current amplitude. However, the Ohmic heating power is only 1.3 MW and only 0.72 MW needs to be supplied by the biasing system.
The most efficient place to affect the neutral density is in the PFR where the neutral density is high. If the ISP pumping efficiency is increased to 10% (A n = 0.9), the current is reduced to I = 207 kA, 5.4% of I sat . If the OSP pumping efficiency is increased to 10% (A n = 0.9), the current is increased to I = 365 kA, 7.2% of I sat . If the OSP pump is blocked (A n = 1), then I = 191 kA is driven, 3.1% of I sat , but if the ISP pump is blocked, there is little change in I = 284 kA, now only 3.1% of I sat . The current density for the OSP pumping variations is shown in Fig. 5d . Thus, differential pumping can possibly drive K ∼ 3 − 4 kA/m which would generate δB/B ∼ 2 × 10 −4 . Neutral injection can be used to en-hance this effect and can generate roughly ∼ 10 − 20% of this δB at neutral injection currents of 0.1 − 1 kA. Thus, neutral pumping and injection can marginally exceed the anticipated ELM control threshold near the target plate. However, the geometric efficiency SOL may not be sufficient to exceed the threshold near the midplane.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the possibility of using nonaxisymmetric perturbations to control the edge plasma and SOL profiles and stability is a potentially promising technique for controlling divertor heat fluxes. Electrostatic perturbations can be used to form a standing convection pattern or to induce instabilities that spread the steady-state heat and particles fluxes near the strike points. Convection requires a potential difference that exceeds the background and is optimized at toroidal and radial mode numbers that are large enough to ensure that the convective flux exceeds the background level of turbulent fluxes. Magnetostatic perturbations may also be generated in order to control particle and heat fluxes and can, in principle, exceed the threshold for ELM control. Magnetic perturbations are optimized at low toroidal and radial mode numbers in order to generate a coherent current perturbation that travels well beyond the X-point and into the SOL. The possibility of using passive current drive techniques that rely on neutral pumping and injection was studied for a model of the ITER divertor. Due to ITER's sharply-inclined target plates, the asymmetry between inner and outer strike points is relatively stiff and the achievable difference in SOL current is only 2-5% of the total ion saturation current. While the techniques studied here can potentially exceed the ELM control threshold near the target plate, it did not have control over the shaping of the current profile, and may not have enough geometric efficiency SOL to control the coherent perturbation amplitude at the midplane. These conclusions should be revisited for the case of an all-W divertor. In the future, alternate divertor configurations and more efficient current-drive methods should be pursued as a topic of further exploration.
